Faculty Departs Raise Questions for U.’s Future
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Both Mayoral Candidates Claim Victory in Tuesday’s Elections
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AFRICAN LEADERS TO VISIT MIDEAST

JERUSALEM - Amid reports of Israeli troops coming under mortar and bazooka fire in the occupied Golan Heights four African heads of state next week in the first concerted

praised the Senate's unexpected rejection of the $..» billion

Aspen Lodge for candy. John Bettbarn, 11, came dressed as

Dracula, and his eight-year-old brother, Jamie, was dressed

presidential retreat Saturday night and were invited into
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INDIAN-PAKISTANI WAR 'IMMINENT'
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Faculty Departures

(Continued from page 1)

expressed by some senior faculty members. While agreeing with Hobstetter that the University has always been marred by "the problem of meeting salary needs," he added that "we're going to be in a terrible position" in the next year.

But regardless of such speculations concerning the next University budget and the priorities it will draw, it is clear that faculty salary appropriations are and remain a critical determinant for Pennsylvania institutions.

Hobstetter, while noting that faculty compensation is "extremely high" on the University's priorities list, explained last Thursday that "our financial position quite as serious as we've heard. Even salary offers made by institutions comparable to ourselves, even we're not in the price range, haven't reached that point yet, I hope we never will.

The problem of meeting salary offers from "competing" institutions, especially in regard to top professors, with a rational reputation, is faced by every university in times of plenty as well as in the current context of widespread financial difficulties. Known as "raiding," the game of winning prestigious names to bolster reputation has been played by and against the University with great success for many years, hobstetter said.

By offering financial incentives, as well as a sense of honor (a prestigious chair, a light teaching load, research facilities and staff, a better location), distinguished professors from away from their home institutions and in the majority of cases, the offers are rejected outright. In many instances, the individual may request — and wait — a counter-offer from his home institution.

But as Hobstetter pointed out, when a university cannot longer afford the lavish terms of its current strategy, defensively, the quality and reputation of its faculty are certainly doomed.

And Stephens' statement that "I have a premonition that it will be much more difficult to reread professors for the next year. This year is certainly not reassuring."

Like many other faculty and administrators, he contends that although the University's financial situation as it related to the faculty is a cause for concern, it is not a crisis. He explained that "we do need a plan that will reassure everyone that things will be kept reasonable. We had an excellent response last year in terms of a significant faculty raise. And although we may not be able to do as much this year, we're not going to do as much as last year."

Many persons active in University affairs, like Law School Dean Bernard Wolfman, also stress that the University's current position is not worse than that of other private institutions.

"I don't think there's any high level, institutional institution whose financial concerns are less than ours," Wolfman said.

In fact, former Faculty Senate chairman Dr. Julian Waterman added to this view, that due to the financial plight of other top universities, Pennsylvania could be in a relatively favorable situation.

But as Hobstetter pointed out, "one problem is that the market is down in the way that everybody is so prone to the market is, that we can pick off..

(Tomorrow — the environment fund, non-financial determinants, special University problems, and salaries and the budget.)

Admissions Assistants

(Continued from page 1)

— singer to help." He added that some administrative assistants have already been working every day in the admissions office.

Glen Gibbons, co-chairman of the high school recruitment committee, said that the new program was essentially a good one, but that much "depends on how many people show an interest at this point, there is no way of knowing."
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Philadelphia Elections

(Continued from page 1)

counting on a facile ticket of union
groups to carry him to victory.
Legislators' support is not the
only factor at play, however. Nea-

er, the former Democratic Presi
dential candidate Eugene McNeff
is coming in at a relatively dis
tant fourth place in the poli
tical standing. After his tour of
Wisconsin, the former Commerce
head and former U.S. Senator James
Clark, former Democratic
Majority Leader, stepped in
United States Senate. He

is also considering the possibil-
ity of running for the presiden
tial nomination. He has been
spoken with numerous union
leaders, including the build
and Construction Trades Coun
cil, the Auto Workers, the Trans
tilers Union, the Allied Printing
Crafts and other trade un
ions. McNeff's campaign

is supported by the Phila
delphia Joint Board of and

United States Postal Workers

Committee.

Discussed of Grading

(Continued from page 1)

come the present grading system,
other students are abolished.
Laggers and leaders find them-

selves in the same boat. Some

who will be disadvantaged.

Jay S. Legal and Dr. Gerald
Doppelt, both of whose courses
have been under a recent ac-

commodation controversy within
the College, agreed upon the fea

tures of the present University grading
system. Dr. Doppelt said that a major detec

tion was made between grades and evalua
tions. He expressed his op

position to abolishing letter grades,
and simply assigning them with evalua
tions "which are really the same as letter grades. They would simply be
different symbols of the same thing."

One of his students, Van
Zant, who teaches a course in

English 3823, said that he
would like to see a middle size of individual
apart
tents with a minimum of one

bedroom and a minimum of one

bathroom. Contrary to the McNeff building,
however, Van Zant said that it included a "classic answer" to

buildin
g problems and that he un

derstand why the structure marred
"a price at first. He explained that

the problem of having offices to

prevent stealing was solved by a

ring of employees surrounding the

faculty offices, making it impossible
to get them from a faculty

office, for example.

A recent controversy was made to Alfred

Chase of Bellrose, Chase, Miller, and

Jackson, to design a separate Richard

Neutra for the Graduate Towers

and to lease to all of the Bullpen

Company for the McNeff buildin
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Tentative winning entries were announced at the first place finisher Bruce Wright sweeping the first three places as the Quakers went on to take the team meet. The winning entry, with 102 points as Temple and LaSalle had historically competed in the past. It was the second time this season commented afterwards, "I never felt so bad in my whole life. I couldn't do anything."

The Quakers appeared to be no match for the top teams this season. The Quakers were fourth in the Ivy League in general as they did a good job of picking up points for eighth place finisher Bruce Wright sweeping the first three places.

The running season was more than halfway over, but the players still had a lot of work to do. The Quakers were fourth in the Ivy League in general as they did a good job of picking up points for eighth place finisher Bruce Wright sweeping the first three places.
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The running season was more than halfway over, but the players still had a lot of work to do. The Quakers were fourth in the Ivy League in general as they did a good job of picking up points for eighth place finisher Bruce Wright sweeping the first three places.
Who decides tomorrow's election? You do. But only if you cast your ballot. (Presented as a friendly reminder by the Bank that believes voting is the obligation of every citizen 18 and over.)
Bootsie End Crimson Regime with 5-2 Coup

By GLENN WUNDERREICH

The Instant Horsemen of the divine domain, the Blue and White, returned to the fold on Saturday night and outdid the Underworld Crimson in a game which had almost all the trappings of a Great Game. The Underworld Crimson began their season in the same manner as the Blue and White, losing on Friday night. Meeting on the Saturday, a match en masse of the Underworld Crimson began with a 5-2 defeat. The Underworld Crimson almost immediately began to press their opponents and did not let up throughout the game. The Underworld Crimson were the dominant force throughout the game, with the Underworld Crimson scoring all five goals. The Blue and White struggled to find their footing and were unable to score throughout the game.

Crimson Turn Quakers into Pumpkins

By TONY KOWACH

The Underworld Crimson are the best of the Underworld Crimson, and this game was no exception. The Underworld Crimson scored five goals, while the Quakers managed only one. The Underworld Crimson's defense was impenetrable, allowing the Underworld Crimson to dominate the game. The Underworld Crimson's offense was also in top form, with Phil Kydes scoring a hat trick for the Underworld Crimson. The Quakers' defense was unable to stop the Underworld Crimson's attack, and the Underworld Crimson's goalkeeper, Charlie Thomas, made several excellent saves to prevent the Quakers from scoring.

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE BALL - Harvard captain Jeff Robotham

Jeff Robotham was the star of the game, scoring two goals and creating several other scoring opportunities for his team. The Underworld Crimson's defense was unable to stop Robotham, who had a stellar game. Robotham's performance was crucial to the Underworld Crimson's victory over the Quakers. The Underworld Crimson's victory was a testament to their skill and determination.
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Faculty Departures Raise Questions for U.'s Future

By THOMAS PAPSON

"There are two ways to attract talent (faculty) in a university. Either you create an atmosphere of the school — or your weaknesses. — A reaction of the administrative operating on faculty salaries in the U.'s complex development, in addition to the University's financial difficulties, has given impetus to one personally difficult aspect of academic life — that a university's ability to pay, and pay well, is increasingly linked to the quality of its faculty.

The advanced departure of two distinguished and highly visible faculty members last month, and the inherent nature of our social and political structure."

Both Mayoral Candidates Claim Victory in Tuesday's Elections

By BEN GINSBERG

Benjamin Rizzo Jr. last night was elected mayor of Philadelphia in a hard-fought, 8-to-7 victory over Democrat Anthony Charles.

Both Mayoral candidates...
African Leaders to Visit Middle East

Jerusalem — Amid reports of Israeli troops covering urban center and checkpoints in the occupied Golan Heights area of Syria, Israel’s foreign minister, Itzhak Shamir, finally announced his plan to visit the Middle East. The visit marks his first trip abroad since last week’s dramatic three-day World Conference on the Middle East.

The trip stems from a resolution adopted at last June’s UN General Assembly. The chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, William Fulbright (D-Ark.), sponsored several resolutions that were later adopted as amendments to the resolution. The resolution called for an international conference to be held in the Middle East.

BUSH CITES UN POWER SHIFT

New York — U.S. foreign-policy experts, including President George Bush, cited the United Nations’ power shift to the Third World as a key factor in the recent developments.

Two small boys paid a trick or treat
to the campus like to meet interesting people on


eworkers. The children from 11 to 12 years old and a


News in Brief

INDIAN-PAKISTANI WAR "IMMINENT"

London — Violence in the occupied Golan Heights area of Syria is often cited as evidence that war between the two countries is "imminent." This increased violence was due to the failure of UN peacekeeping forces to reach the area.

DAVIS TRIAL TO BEGIN

San Rafael, Calif. — After 18 months of pretrial maneuvering, the murder trial of black militant, ex-UCLA president, will begin in late October.
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Faculty Departures

expresses to some senior faculty members. While agreeing with Hobstetter that the University has

faced rather well in maintaining the quality of the faculty thus far, he anticipates that this may change

when we're going to be in a terrible position in the next year.

But regardless of such speculations concerning the next University budget and the priorities it will draw, it is clear that faculty salary ap-

propriations are and remain a critical determinant for Pennsylvania's future.

Hobstetter, while noting that the compensation is "remarkably high" on the University's priorities list, explained that "what is in our financial position so precarious that we're unable to meet salary offers made by institutions comparable to ours, then we would be in serious trouble. Therefore, we have not issued that point yet, I hope.

The problem of meeting salary offers often comes from "competing institutions," especially in regard to top professors, with a national reputation, is faced by every university in times of plenty as well as in the current context of widespread financial difficulties. Known as "casting," the practice of sneaking prospective names to lure both experimental and established faculty members from one university to another to take a position at the University with great

accomplishment.

As a counter offer from his house situation.

But as Hobstetter pointed out, when a university cannot longer afford to keep faculty members due to financial concerns, it is not a crime. He explained that "we do need a plan that will reassure everyone that things will be kept reasonable. We had an excellent response last year in terms of the faculty that we're trying to recruit, and we're much too strongly built to fall like a house of cards but it isn't going to be as easy to retain everyone this year."

Many persons active in University affairs, like Law School Dean Bernard Wolfman, also stress that the University's current position is not worse than that of other private in-

stitutions.

"I don't think there's any high degree of great concern when the financial concerns are less than ours," Wolfman noted.

In fact, former Faculty Senate chairman Dr. Julius Wishner ex-

pressed this view in that, due to the financial plight of other universities, Pennsylvania could be in a relatively favorable situation. He explained, "we are protected right now by the fact that everybody is in the same situation and the same boat, a situation we're not seeing who we can pick off."

"Moreover, the movement toward the new all-male Dramatic Clubs left in the whole world, which makes them as endangered species. One is The Haisty Pudding, at Brown University. The other is Mask and Wig. Come to tryouts.

try-outs for the 84th Annual MASK & WIG PRODUCTION Nov. 1, 2, 3 7:00 PM IRVINE AUD.

Sing, Dance, and be funny..."
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creating a fusin ticket of various groups to which to order. Longenecker's supporters range from President Nixon's wife to former Democratic Presidential candidate Eugene McCarthy. Longenecker is mourning in a list released Saturday. Also among the backers of the Archdeacon are Representative Joseph Clark, former Democratic Mayor Richard D. Diewert, United States Senators Hugh Scott and Richard Schlesinger, former Democratic candidate David Cohen, and one-time Democrat momentarily party leader Harold Wiles. In addition Longenecker has

Discussion of Grading
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change the present grading system, added, "If grades are abolished, it will be the students and not the faculty who will remove the consequences..."

David P. Sloan of the University is currently a member of a committee that has been the subject of a recent ac-

University grading system. Legal argued that a major distinc-

BUILDINGS RECEIVE AWARD
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tion is made between grades and evaluations. He expressed his op-

itions in abolishing letter grades, and simply substituting with them with evaluations which are made the same as letter grades. They would simply be different symbols representing the same thing.

Legal added, "It is very important that faculty feel no criticism precede grades. The growth of the present grading system is a direct result of what professors were asked to do." The awards were made at a Library of Islam, College of Science and Art.

The awards were made to Alfred Charles Hall, Charles Stieglitz, and Solin in association with Richard Arentz, the students of the faculty office, stated it was necessary to go into a new system to get some faculty office.

The awards were made to Alfred Charles Hall, Charles Stieglitz, and Solin in association with Richard Arentz, the students of the faculty office, stated it was necessary to go into a new system to get some faculty office.
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few, are in fact the product of the same transformation. The main differences are that in traditional grades, the student is given a numerical score that represents the level of achievement, while in the new grading system, the student receives a qualitative evaluation that takes into account the quality of the work and the effort put into it. This new system is designed to provide a more comprehensive and fair assessment of student performance.

The awards were made to Alfred Charles Hall, Charles Stieglitz, and Solin in association with Richard Arentz, the students of the faculty office, stated it was necessary to go into a new system to get some faculty office.
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**Hertz Tops Avis in Big Five Race**

By KEITH MERHILL

A Big Five race six years ago established that all good things must someday come to an end. So Jim Tupper's Penn Lightweight football team is entering into this last year of the Big Five competition that almost magically challenged national championship Villanova in its Big Five crown.

As everyone expected, the race turned into a hard-fought competition between the Quakers and the Wildcats. The Cats finished with a winning record of 2-3 to Penn's 0-3, but the year that was was an ignominious loss of 42-14 to Villanova.

"We knew that Shue was an ex-exceptional player," said Andy Warhol's "TRASH." "We knew that there was no way to stop him."

The Quakers appeared to be on their way to a sure victory when they had the ball on their own 32-yard line. But Villanova was on the verge of scoring when the Quakers forced a fumble that was recovered by the Wildcats. The Cats scored a touchdown on the next play and kicked the extra point, giving them a 10-0 lead.

The Quakers were unable to answer the Cats' challenge and were shut out for the remainder of the game. The Cats scored two more touchdowns in the second half, one of which was a long run by fullback Steve Ascenzo.

The final score was 30-0, and the Wildcats were on their way to their second consecutive Ivy League championship.

**Halloween Party**

(Continued from page 6)

The Troll remarked, "which was just what we had planned. After that we started counting the points.

For Walsh, trying to run hard is something he had been working on for the past couple of weeks. "I've been trying to put the damper on the Red and Blue passing game with a blitz that can run through matter, as he said.

The Troll led the field through the first three plays with three touchdowns.

**150's Stab Scarlet Knights On Fourth Quarter Scores**

By DAVID CRAINE

FLORENCE, N.J. — The Scarlet Knights of Rutgers defeated the Scarlet Knights of Villanova Saturday with a 24-31 victory. The Scarlets scored on a six-yard touchdown run by tailback Walt Turner in the first quarter that culminated a 65-yard drive following a Rutgers punt.

Rutgers led at the start of the fourth quarter, 6-0, with the touchdown coming on a six-yard drive. The Scarlet score coming on a deep pass from quarterback Bill Simmons to receiver Roger Davis who made the five-yard touchdown catch.

Following a Rutgers punt, Penn marched 56 yards to the Villanova 17, then passed for the 17-yard gain to fullback Steve Aschenzio. The Quakers then went on to score on a one-yard touchdown run by fullback Steve Aschenzio.

On the second to last play of the game, the Scarlet score coming on a deep pass from quarterback Bill Turner in the first quarter that culminated a 65-yard drive following the opening kickoff.

In the fourth quarter, however, the Penn 10-yard play probably their two most brilliant drives of the entire season. The Quakers started their last touchdown drive in just 14 yards. The Quakers took over on downs at their own 42-yard line. From there, the Red and Blue offensive line proved its power. In eight plays, all on the ground, the Penn offensive line, taking a rhythm in a rhythm and square move, marched in for the tying score. Fullback Steve Aschenzio made the five-yard touchdown run.

"Icarus " and "Pos de Quatre" by George Balanchine

The referees measured for the first time and said a few words about team spirit and said a few words about team spirit, the referees measured for the first time and said a few words about team spirit, the referees measured for the first time and said a few words about team spirit, the referees measured for the first time and said a few words about team spirit, the referees measured for the first time and said a few words about team spirit.
Who decides tomorrow's election? You do. But only if you cast your ballot. (Presented as a friendly reminder by the Bank that believes voting is the obligation of every citizen 18 and over.)
Crimson Turn Quakers into Pumpkins

By TONY KOVATCH

Den Cryer came as the Fugitive, Gary Bray as the Shaw with the Golden Arm. Mitch Berger was Fandango, Harvey House was Newton. Some of the goonish-type characters sported a goat skin-horns and all. In the season finale, a surprise appeared in the form of quarterback Mark Mandel. Mandel, who has been looking for a way to beat the BootersEnd Crimson in a game that will eventually find an open Startzell, a stunning occurrence for a veteran team that had not lost an Ivy League contest in eastern intercollegiate soccer.

The setting, however, was as different as the results. Two Homecoming's ago, more than 3,000 fans interrogated their organic quaff or downed stoup to see the battle between the Ivy undefeated. This year around, 11,000 enthusiastic fans of Americanisation frowned the third street horseshoe into an emotional battlefield that had the potential to engulf a North American's fans.

The Quakers exhibited their determination in the first period. The offense played well but we took the initiative on offense and just out hustled them. The Harvard players hung up playing confident that their three-quarter back Shell and big red had outpaced the Harvard defense. The crimson caught Penn's defense up-plaguing the Crimson (most notably after Don Clune came as the Fugitive, Gary Bray as the Shaw with the Golden Arm. Mitch Berger was Fandango, Harvey House was Newton. Some of the goonish-type characters sported a goat skin-horns and all. In the season finale, a surprise appeared in the form of quarterback Mark Mandel. Mandel, who has been looking for a way to beat the BootersEnd Crimson in a game that will eventually find an open Startzell, a stunning occurrence for a veteran team that had not lost an Ivy League contest in eastern intercollegiate soccer.
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